Projector Control
Sharp Remote for 3000/3500

On:
° Turns the projector on. It will take approx. a minute for the projector to warm up.

Off:
° Turns the projector off. It will take a few minutes to cool down and will not power on again until it has finished its cooling cycle.
° Please turn the projector off when finished.

Black Screen:
° Displays a black screen without powering the projector off.
° To use this feature, the Mouse/Adj switch must be in the Mouse position.

Video1:
° Projects the video image from the VCR. Please make sure the VCR is powered on.

Data1:
° Projects the image that is on the computer screen.

Data2:
° Projects the image that is on the laptop screen. The laptop must be connected to the designated laptop connection on the wall with a VGA cable.

Please call x6852 from the red phone in the hallway with any questions, comments or concerns.